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Almost Innocent
When love seems impossible… She is on the verge of losing everything… To save her home
and keep her two younger siblings safe, Louisa Evans must turn to the head of the family
that ruined hers. He needs an heir… The Marquess of Overlea is starting to show signs of
having inherited the same illness that killed his father and older brother. To prevent the
marquisate from falling into the hands of an unscrupulous cousin, Overlea must secure an
heir before that illness also claims him. But he is determined not to be the father of that
heir… Overlea’s plan is simple—marry the practical, yet desperate, Miss Evans and hold
Louisa to her promise to provide him with an heir. But he waits until after they are married
to tell his wife that he intends to have another man father that heir. His careful plan
becomes complicated by an almost desperate need to claim Louisa for himself and an
outside threat that proves even more dangerous than his illness. LOVING THE MARQUESS is
book 1 in the Landing a Lord series.

Backstage Pass
The Alaskan Sting is the story of a young man from San Francisco who has two vices:
drinking and women. His adventure starts when his cousin gives him a ten-day vacation to
Alaska, but, on the way, he experiences several misfortunes. Find out what happens as this
young man earns a moral conclusion as he gets caught in a government sting operation.

Gabriel's Redemption
Professor Gabriel Emerson must confront long-hidden secrets from his past after he travels
to Oxford with Julianne who is making an academic presentation on research that conflicts
with his own in this conclusion to the trilogy following Gabriel's Inferno. Original. 250,000
first printing.

Gabriel's Inferno Trilogy
Breast cancer survivor Edie Williams is ready to live. Divorced. Mother of two. She's planned
the vacation of a lifetime for a reboot, only to encounter an awakening adventure-Tommy
Carrigan. Manager of the band Collision, Tommy Carrigan has his plate full. Independent.
Carefree. He's on an annual holiday with his band family, when the unexpected happensEdie Williams. Love might be just what the doctor prescribed, but can it survive the world of
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rock-n-roll? +++ If you enjoyed The Sex Education of M.E., you'll love After Care, another
romance for the over-forty from L.B. Dunbar. Continue the adventure previously published in
Love Notes, the newsletter of L.B. Dunbar.

Gabriel's Rapture
Bossy. Heart of stone. Snarly mess next door.Send help before I'm prick-matizedMy next big
mistake has a name.Warren Ford. Best kept secret in this weird little town.An alpha's alpha.
Spartan abs. Too blunt for everybody's good.Moody, broody, mysterious, and totally up in
my business.I thought Heart's Edge would be safe.No two timing exes. No pink slips. No
hulking, loud, inked up -Oh. Right.Leave it to a badass to bring the drama piping hot.Then he
goes and saves a cat who means the world to my little niece.Making me a mushy little
puddle of wishes.Wishing I didn't know his savage kiss like my own reflection.Or how erasing
tears must be his superpower.Wishing I'd never poked his scary past.Or heard him growl
when he swears it's not our future.There's no way this works.He's no white knight. I'm no
princess.I need to go. He says stay.Even our sheet-ripping nights can't work miracles.Only
an answer as the danger closes in.Is Warren my perfect slice of hero?From Wall Street
Journal bestselling author Nicole Snow - a twisted small town love story. See how far a
damaged alpha goes to claim the feisty damsel in distress under his skin. Full length
romance novel with a rollicking Happily Ever After.

The Raven
From New York Times bestselling author Sylvain Reynard comes the haunting trilogy of one
man’s salvation and one woman’s sensual awakening The first three volumes in the story of
Professor Gabriel Emerson and his beloved Julia, an unforgettable exploration of sin,
seduction, forbidden love, and redemption. GABRIEL'S INFERNO GABRIEL'S RAPTURE
GABRIEL'S REDEMPTION

You Must Be Kidding
Raven Wood spends her days at Florence's Uffizi gallery restoring Renaissance art. But an
innocent walk home after an evening with friends changes her life forever. When she
intervenes in the senseless beating of a homeless man, his attackers turn on her, dragging
her into an alley. Raven is only semi-conscious when their assault is interrupted by a
cacophony of growls followed by her attackers' screams. Mercifully, she blacks out, but not
before catching a glimpse of a shadowy figure who whispers to her. Cassita vulneratus.
When Raven awakes, she is inexplicably changed. Upon returning to the Uffizi, no one
recognizes her. More disturbingly, she discovers that she's been absent an entire week. With
no recollection of her disappearance, Raven learns that her absence coincides with one of
the largest robberies in Uffizi history the theft of a set of priceless Botticelli illustrations.
When the police identify her as their prime suspect, Raven is desperate to clear her name.
She seeks out one of Florence's wealthiest and most elusive men in an attempt to uncover
the truth. Their encounter leads Raven to a dark underworld whose inhabitants kill to keep
their secrets.

Heroine Worship
Book 1 in the sexy Manwhore series from the New York Times bestselling author of REAL. Is
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it possible to expose Chicago’s hottest player—without getting played? This is the story I’ve
been waiting for all my life, and its name is Malcolm Kyle Preston Logan Saint. Don’t be
fooled by that last name though. There’s nothing holy about the man except the hell his
parties raise. The hottest entrepreneur Chicago has ever known, he’s a man’s man with too
much money to spend and too many women vying for his attention. Mysterious. Privileged.
Legendary. His entire life he’s been surrounded by the press as they dig for tidbits to see if
his fairytale life is for real or all mirrors and social media lies. Since he hit the scene, his
secrets have been his and his alone to keep. And that’s where I come in. Assigned to
investigate Saint and reveal his elusive personality, I’m determined to make him the story
that will change my career. But I never imagined he would change my life. Bit by bit, I start
to wonder if I’m the one discovering himor if he’s uncovering me. What happens when the
man they call Saint, makes you want to sin?

Gabriel's Redemption
A Few Right Thinking Men
New York Times bestselling author Sylvain Reynard continues the story of Gabriel and Julia,
two lovers bound together by their darkest desires. But those very desires may destroy
them. Professor Gabriel Emerson has embarked on a passionate, yet clandestine affair with
his former student Julia Mitchell. Sequestered on a romantic holiday in Italy, he tutors her in
the sensual delights of the body and the raptures of sex. But when they return, their
happiness is threatened by conspiring students, academic politics, and a jealous ex-lover.
When Gabriel is confronted by the university administration, will he succumb to Dante’s
fate? Or will he fight to keep Julia, his Beatrice, forever? In Gabriel’s Rapture, the brilliant
sequel to the wildly successful debut novel, Gabriel’s Inferno, Sylvain Reynard weaves an
exquisite love story that will touch the reader’s mind, body, and soul, forever.

Manwhore
New York Times bestselling author Sylvain Reynard returns with the fourth installment of the
beloved Gabriel's Inferno series. When Gabriel and Julia Emerson first lay eyes on their
newborn daughter, Clare, they realize life as they know it will never be the same. Gabriel
has vowed to be a good father when he suddenly receives an invitation to give a series of
lectures in Edinburgh, Scotland--an opportunity of high prestige—but that would mean
leaving his wife and child in Boston. Hesitant to bring it up, he keeps the opportunity from
Julia as long as he can, not knowing she has a secret of her own. When a frightening
situation arises that threatens their new family, both parents must make sacrifices. With the
family in danger, the looming question remains: Will Gabriel pursue his lectureship in
Edinburgh, leaving Julia and Clare vulnerable in Boston, or will he abandon the chance of a
lifetime in order to ensure his family's safety?

Gabriel's Rapture
The New York Times bestselling author of the Driven series turns up the heat when a sexy
bet turns into so much more. Hawkin Play, the bad boy rock star with a good guy heart, has
lived a lifetime of cleaning up after his twin brother's mistakes. Hunter's most recent
screwup could land Hawke in jail and risk the band's future. Hawke agrees to guest lecture
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at a local college to stay in the judge's good graces--and a bet with his bandmate to seduce
his sexy teaching assistant is icing on the cake. Quinlan Westin is harder to bed than Hawke
imagined. She knows his type and is determined to avoid the rocker at all costs--even if their
attraction runs deeper than simple lust. Just as Hawke might finally be winning over the girl,
his brother has other plans. When Hunter realizes his twin finally has a weakness, he'll stop
at nothing to take advantage.

Noir
A Canadian police detective investigates a death by unnatural causes in this “bracingly
original mystery series” from a “first-rate crime writer” (Publishers Weekly). Stinging deaths
aren't uncommon in the summertime, but when Henry Wiest turns up stung to death at an
Indian reservation, Detective Hazel Micallef senses not all is as it seems. And when it turns
out the "bee" was a diabolical teenaged girl on a murder spree with a strange weapon, a
dark and twisted crime begins to slowly emerge. The questions, contradictions, and bodies
begin to mount, as two separate police forces struggle to work together to save the soul of
Westmuir County.

Just Visiting
Accepted into a special study program at MIT with Professor Irene Anderson, Claire Danvers
works on developing a technology to block the mental powers of vampires only to unleash
unexpected forces when she tests the machine on live subjects.

Trust in Advertising
Lexi White finds herself at a crossroads. After putting everything on hold to care for her
ailing father, it's finally time for her to start living her life again. An exciting new job holds
the promise of a fresh start, until she comes face to face with someone from her past who
has always stopped her dead in her tracks, and who evidently still has the power to make
her forget her own name. This time around, Lexi's a grown woman who refuses to back
away from her dreams, even if it requires working with her old high school crush. Side by
side. Every day. Will he end up being her downfall or exactly what she needs? Vincent
doesn't even remember Lexi from high school, but he begins to take notice when the fiery
young woman is hired as his new assistant. Quickly, Lexi turns his world upside down and
becomes an invaluable addition not only to his team, but to his life. Having learned a few
hard lessons about trust in the past, Vincent is reluctant to let down his guard, especially
when it appears that someone is out to sabotage his family's advertising agency.
Professionally, they are dynamite together, but when sparks fly between them personally,
will Vincent let lies and jealousy ruin everything between them, or will he finally learn not
only how to love, but ultimately trustin advertising? Victoria Michaels once again delivers a
can't-put-it-down novel loaded with engaging characters, cheeky dialogue, and powerful
emotions. Trust in Advertising is a cleverly woven tale about two people getting to know
each other and ultimately themselves.

Exposing the Enemy
The only clue that could lead to the arrest of a homicidal killer is a golf ball button, torn from
the jacket the killer was wearing, and found next to the horrifyingly mutilated body of a
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young hooker. There are four owners of jackets with golf ball buttons living in the city. When
Detective Tom Lepski of the Paradise City Police checks out these jackets, suspicion falls on
Ken Brandon, an insurance agent. But just when Lepski is sure he has his man, two more
horrifying killings occur, and he is faced with the trickiest case he's ever had to solve.

The Prince
From New York Times bestselling author Sylvain Reynard comes the first novel in the
Gabriel's Inferno series, a haunting, unforgettable tale of one man’s salvation and one
woman’s sensual awakening—NOW A FILM FROM PASSIONFLIX! Enigmatic and sexy,
Professor Gabriel Emerson is a well-respected Dante specialist by day, but by night he
devotes himself to an uninhibited life of pleasure. He uses his notorious good looks and
sophisticated charm to gratify his every whim, but is secretly tortured by his dark past and
consumed by the profound belief that he is beyond all hope of redemption. When the sweet
and innocent Julia Mitchell enrolls as his graduate student, his attraction and mysterious
connection to her not only jeopardizes his career, but sends him on a journey in which his
past and his present collide. An intriguing and sinful exploration of seduction, forbidden love,
and redemption, Gabriel’s Inferno is a captivating and wildly passionate tale of one man’s
escape from his own personal hell as he tries to earn the impossible—forgiveness and love.

Fall of Night
Destroy the devil’s works! As a former high-ranking satanic priest, John Ramirez is wellacquainted with the enemy’s strategies. Now, as a liberated follower of Jesus, Ramirez offers
exclusive intelligence on discerning and demolishing satan’s schemes. Today, so many lives
are destroyed by addiction, isolation, torment, and darkness. What can the average believer
do to fight back? Exposing the Enemy—excerpted and developed from Ramirez’ first book,
Unmasking the Devil—lays out a plan to recognize the devil’s works in your day-to-day
experiences, bring them to light, and emerge victorious! Discover how how to: Identify
gateways that the devil may use to enter your life. Thwart hell’s plan to steal and destroy
your identity in Christ. Discern the difference between the enemy’s voice and the voice of
Truth. Expose Jezebel and Delilah Spirits—the destroyers of the church. Fight back against
every power of darkness through the power of the Holy Spirit. Featuring practical strategies
and stronghold-demolishing prayers, Exposing the Enemy is a must-read for every believer.
Fight back, and expose the devil’s work in your life today!

No Perfect Hero
The New York Times bestselling Gabriel's Inferno series reaches new heights as Gabriel and
Julia's relationship is challenged by past secrets and present foes in this captivating novel.
Professor Gabriel Emerson has left his position at the University of Toronto to embark on a
new life with his beloved Julia. Together, he’s confident that they can face any challenge.
And he’s eager to become a father. But Julia’s graduate program threatens Gabriel’s plans,
as the pressures of being a student become all consuming. When she is given the honor of
presenting an academic lecture at Oxford, Gabriel is forced to confront Julia about the
subject of her presentation—research that conflicts with his own. And in Oxford, several
individuals from their past appear, including an old nemesis intent on humiliating Julia and
exposing one of Gabriel’s darkest secrets. In an effort to confront his remaining demons,
Gabriel begins a quest to discover more about his biological parents, beginning a chain of
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events that has startling repercussions for himself, Julianne, and his hope of having a family.

Gabriel's Ghost
Reagan and Victoria are sure about two things in their future: they're going to be college
roommates, and they're going to get out of Charytan, Kansas, together. But as they go on a
series of college visits, the two begin to realize their visions of the future may not align, and
as the secrets they've been keeping from the other slowly come to light, they learn they're
not exactly the yin and yang they thought they were. Suddenly, neither one is sure what the
next four years hold, or whether they'll be spending them together at all. Combining the
unique settings of college visits with a cast that's diverse in race, ability, and socioeconomic
class, Just Visiting touches upon the kinds of conversations we fear having with those closest
to us, and why the strongest relationships can be the scariest. It also contains scenes that
are rare but important in YA, about sexual agency, contraception/plan B, and relationships
that neither last forever nor destroy the characters when they crumble

After Care
Raven and her sister, Cara, are at the mercy of a small detachment of Florentine vampyres,
who are delivering them as a peace offering to the feared Curia in Rome. Though she’s
unsure William survived the coup that toppled his principality, Raven is determined to
protect her sister at all costs, even if it means challenging Borek, the commander of the
detachment. In an effort to keep Raven from falling into the hands of his enemies, William
puts himself at the mercy of the Roman, the dangerous and mysterious vampyre king of
Italy. But the Roman is not what he expects Alliances and enmities will shift and merge as
William struggles to save the woman he loves and his principality, without plunging the
vampyre population into a world war. This stunning conclusion to the Florentine series will
take readers across Italy and beyond as the lovers fight to remain together. Forever.

The Alaskan Sting
Asian-American superheroines Evie Tanaka and Aveda Jupiter protect San Francisco from
perilous threats in the second book in Sarah Kuhn's snarky and smart fantasy trilogy • "The
superheroine we’ve been waiting for." —Seanan McGuire Once upon a time, Aveda Jupiter
(aka Annie Chang) was demon-infested San Francisco’s most beloved superheroine, a
beacon of hope and strength and really awesome outfits. But all that changed the day she
agreed to share the spotlight with her best friend and former assistant Evie Tanaka—who’s
now a badass, fire-wielding superheroine in her own right. They were supposed to be a
dynamic duo, but more and more, Aveda finds herself shoved into the sidekick role. Where,
it must be said, she is not at all comfortable. It doesn’t help that Aveda’s finally being forced
to deal with fallout from her diva behavior—and the fact that she’s been a less than stellar
friend to Evie. Or that Scott Cameron—the man Aveda’s loved for nearly a decade—is
suddenly giving her the cold shoulder after what seemed to be some promising steps toward
friendship. Or that the city has been demon-free for three months in the wake of Evie and
Aveda’s apocalypse-preventing battle against the evil forces of the Otherworld, leaving
Aveda without the one thing she craves most in life: a mission. All of this is causing Aveda’s
burning sense of heroic purpose—the thing that’s guided her all these years—to falter. In
short, Aveda Jupiter is having an identity crisis. When Evie gets engaged and drafts Aveda
as her maid-of-honor, Aveda finally sees a chance to reclaim her sense of self and sets out
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on a single-minded mission to make sure Evie has the most epic wedding ever. But when a
mysterious, unseen supernatural evil rises up and starts attacking brides-to-be, Aveda must
summon both her superheroine and best friend mojo to take down the enemy and make
sure Evie’s wedding goes off without a hitch—or see both her city and her most important
friendship destroyed forever.

Devotion
Award-winning author Linnea Sinclair brings her special sizzle to science fiction with this
action-packed blend of otherworldly adventure and sexy stellar romance. . . . After a decade
of piloting interstellar patrol ships, former captain Chasidah Bergren, onetime pride of the
Sixth Fleet, finds herself court-martialed for a crime she didn’ t commit–and shipped off to a
remote prison planet from which no one ever escapes. But when she kills a brutal guard in
an act of self-defense, someone even more dangerous emerges from the shadows. Gabriel
Sullivan—alpha mercenary, smuggler, and rogue—is supposed to be dead. Yet now this
seductive ghost from Chaz’s past is offering her a ticket to freedom—for a price. Someone in
the Empire is secretly breeding jukors: vicious and uncontrollable killing machines that have
long been outlawed. Gabriel needs Chaz to help him stop the practice before it decimates
Imperial space. The mission means putting their lives on the line—but the tensions that heat
up between them may be the riskiest part of all.

The Legend of Sheba
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! The absurdly outrageous, sarcastically satiric, and
always entertaining New York Times bestselling author Christopher Moore returns in finest
madcap form with this zany noir set on the mean streets of post-World War II San Francisco,
and featuring a diverse cast of characters, including a hapless bartender; his Chinese
sidekick; a doll with sharp angles and dangerous curves; a tight-lipped Air Force general; a
wisecracking waif; Petey, a black mamba; and many more. San Francisco. Summer, 1947. A
dame walks into a saloon . . . It’s not every afternoon that an enigmatic, comely blonde
named Stilton (like the cheese) walks into the scruffy gin joint where Sammy "Two Toes"
Tiffin tends bar. It’s love at first sight, but before Sammy can make his move, an Air Force
general named Remy arrives with some urgent business. ’Cause when you need something
done, Sammy is the guy to go to; he’s got the connections on the street. Meanwhile, a
suspicious flying object has been spotted up the Pacific coast in Washington State near
Mount Rainier, followed by a mysterious plane crash in a distant patch of desert in New
Mexico that goes by the name Roswell. But the real weirdness is happening on the streets of
the City by the Bay. When one of Sammy’s schemes goes south and the Cheese
mysteriously vanishes, Sammy is forced to contend with his own dark secrets—and more
than a few strange goings on—if he wants to find his girl. Think Raymond Chandler meets
Damon Runyon with more than a dash of Bugs Bunny and the Looney Tunes All Stars. It’s all
very, very Noir. It’s all very, very Christopher Moore.

A Scandalous Midnight in Madrid
Greece, 1940. In the port city of Salonika, with its wharves and brothels, dark alleys and
Turkish mansions, a tense political drama is being played out. "Spies of the Balkans" is a
stunning novel about a man who risks everything to fight back against the world's evil.
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Eyes Wide Open
A year is a long time in the memory of a small town. Stories get twisted, truths become
warped, history is rewritten. MYSTERIES When Laura discovers an old photo of her
grandmother, Lillian, with an intriguing inscription on the back, she heads to the sleepy
seaside town of Banksia Bay to learn the truth of Lillian’s past. But when she arrives, Laura
finds a community where everyone seems to be hiding something. SECRETS Virginia, owner
of the iconic Beach Shack café, has kept her past buried for sixty years. As Laura slowly
uncovers the tragic fragments of that summer so long ago, Virginia must decide whether to
hold on to her secrets or set the truth free. LIES Young Gigi and Lily come from different
worlds but forge an unbreakable bond – the ‘Sisters of Summer’. But in 1961 a chain of
events is set off that reaches far into the future. One lie told. One lie to set someone free.
One lie that changes the course of so many lives. Welcome to the Banksia Bay Beach Shack,
where first love is found and last chances are taken. A moving and heartfelt story by the
bestselling author of The Kookaburra Creek Café and The Cottage At Rosella Cove. Praise for
Sandie Docker: ‘Docker soars from the absolute heart’ Australian Women’s Weekly ‘The best
of the best of heart-wrenching yarns.’ Woman’s Day

Loving the Marquess (Historical Romance)
Gabriel's Inferno is the first in this intoxicating trilogy featuring Gabriel and Julia, following
their sensual journey of forbidden love - with all the obsessive yearning of Twilight with the
intensity of Fifty Shades of Grey. Two lovers bound by their darkest desires Professor Gabriel
Emerson has embarked on a passionate but clandestine love affair with his former student,
Julia Mitchell and is teaching her the sensual delights of the body, and the raptures of sex.
But their happiness is threatened by conspiring students, academic politics and jealous exlovers. Can their love survive against all odds and will Gabriel fight to keep Julia? Gabriel's
Rapture is an exquisite story of a forbidden love that knows no bounds that will touch your
mind, body and soul. Sylvain Reynard is a Canadian writer with an interest in Renaissance
art and culture and an inordinate attachment to the city of Florence.

White Trash Damaged
The romantic and poignant second novel in the stunning trilogy by a New York Times
bestselling author about a down-and-out waitress who’s swept off her feet by a rock star.
Rocker Tucker White saved down-and-out waitress Cass Daniels from everyone in her life
who was hurting her—except herself. In the much-anticipated follow-up to White Trash
Beautiful, Teresa Mummert’s New York Times and USA Today bestseller, Tucker and Cass
are finally together, but does that mean they get their happy ending? Living on a tour bus
with your boyfriend’s rock band is nothing like living in a trailer with your drug-addicted
mother—except for the drama. After all the pain and grief that marked the beginning of
Cass and Tucker’s relationship, they’re finally building a life together—just the two of them,
his three bandmates, some groupies, and thousands of screaming fans. And not everyone is
as happy about the couple’s reunion as they are. The last thing Cass wants to do is create
friction within the band—especially when Damaged is on the brink of achieving the success
Tucker has worked so hard for. She’s thrilled to finally be with a man who loves and protects
her as much as he does. But how can she carve out a place for herself in this new rock star
world . . . without being swallowed by the shadow of Tucker’s fame?
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The Roman
Dear Reader, Almost Innocent is a romance that is particularly dear to me, with a heroine
who surprised me with her strength and resourcefulness, and a hero who will always be one
of my favorites. Growing up behind the impenetrable walls of an English fortress, young
Magdalen does not know that she is the illegitimate daughter of a powerful English prince
and his murdered French mistress -- or that she has been a pawn in the struggle between
England and France ever since she slipped from her dying mother's womb. All she knows is
that she longs for excitement. And then one day, as if in answer to her prayers, the splendid
figure of Guy de Gervais, a true knight in shining armor, rides into her cloistered world and
spirits her away. For Magdalen it is love at first sight. The one and only love of her life. Yet
Guy sees only his responsibility to keep Magdalen safe until she can be wed to his nephew
and thus fulfill her political destiny. Then duty calls Guy to the bloody battlefields of France,
and when he returns, time has transformed Magdalen into a stunningly sensual beauty.
Suddenly the noble knight is fighting the fiercest battle of his life: against a searing desire
for a woman he cannot have. I hope that you will be thrilled by Magdalen and Guy's
passionate love story, and that you will have as much pleasure reading it as I had writing it.
Warmest wishes, Jane Feather P.S. Don't miss my latest novel, The Widow's Kiss, featuring
an enchantress who has been widowed no less than four times and the formidable hero who
finds himself reluctantly falling under her spell.

Gabriel's Promise
Tick tock. One day before the wedding of her dreams, Penny is in a city that is no longer her
home. Alone. Heartbroken. Lost. Could the past few years really mean so little to a man that
became her world? To a man she'd do anything to protect? There is no future without him.
There is no her without him. With only 24 hours until the wedding, is there enough time to
repair the damage? Tick tock. And even if Penny and James do come back to each other,
Isabella is still out there plotting. The world is still against them. Darkness still lurks in the
shadows of James' past. A student and her professor were never meant to be forever. They
thought it was an everlasting love, but it was doomed from the very start. Tick tock.
Temptation led to addiction, which exploded into an eruption of chaos. And when the pieces
settled, only one thing became cleardevotion. One great love. A love worth fighting for.
Because the only thing that lasts forever is love.

The Raven
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Gabriel series comes a dark, sensual tale
of romance in a city shrouded in mystery . . . Raven Wood spends her days at Florence’s
Uffizi gallery restoring Renaissance art. But an innocent walk home after an evening with
friends changes her life forever. When she intervenes in the senseless beating of a homeless
man, his attackers turn on her, dragging her into an alley. Raven is only semiconscious
when their assault is interrupted by a cacophony of growls followed by her attackers’
screams. Mercifully, she blacks out, but not before catching a glimpse of a shadowy figure
who whispers to her . . . Cassita vulneratus. When Raven awakes, she is inexplicably
changed. Upon returning to the Uffizi, no one recognizes her. More disturbingly, she
discovers that she’s been absent an entire week. With no recollection of her disappearance,
Raven learns that her absence coincides with one of the largest robberies in Uffizi
history—the theft of a set of priceless Botticelli illustrations. When the police identify her as
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their prime suspect, Raven is desperate to clear her name. She seeks out one of Florence’s
wealthiest and most elusive men in an attempt to uncover the truth. Their encounter leads
Raven to a dark underworld whose inhabitants kill to keep their secrets . . .

The Poems of Dr. Zhivago
Book 1 of The Sinners on Tour Five stunning guys, one hot woman, and a feverish romance
When sexy psychologist Myrna Evans goes on tour with the Sinners to study groupie
behavior, every boy in the band tries to seduce her. But the lead guitarist is the only one
she wants to get her hands on Brian Sinclair has been grappling with a creative block-unable
to compose music for months, until he makes love to uninhibited Myrna, and hears exquisite
guitar riffs and finger-burning solos in his mind in the midst of their passionate embraces.
He grabs a ballpoint pen and composes what will be blockbuster new songs, writing them all
over her body and leading to all sorts of sex playbut how is he ever going to convince her
that he wants more than just one tour? The two lovers' wildly shocking behavior sparks the
whole band to new heights of gloryand sin The Sinners on Tour Series: Backstage Pass (Book
1) Rock Hard (Book 2) Hot Ticket (Book 3) Wicked Beat (Book 4) Double Time (Book 5) Praise
for Backstage Pass: "Olivia Cunning's erotic romance debut is phenomenal." -Love Romance
Passion "A sizzling mix of sex, love, and rock 'n' rollThe characters are irresistible. Can't wait
for the second book!" -DforDarla's Definite Reads, 5 Stars "These guys are so sensual,
sexual, and yummy. This serieswill give readers another wild ride" -Night Owl Romance, 5/5
Stars, Reviewer Top Pick

Spies of the Balkans
Covet
The unveiling of a set of priceless illustrations of Dante's Divine Comedy at the Uffizi Gallery
exposes the unsuspecting Professor Gabriel Emerson and his beloved wife, Julianne, to a
mysterious and dangerous enemy. Unbeknownst to the Professor, the illustrations he
secretly acquired years ago were stolen a century earlier from the ruler of Florence's
underworld. Now one of the most dangerous beings in Italy is determined to reclaim his
prized artwork and exact revenge on the Emersons, but not before he uncovers something
disturbing about Julianne Set in the city of Florence, 'The Prince' is a prequel novella to 'The
Raven,' which is the first book in the new Florentine Series Trilogy by Sylvain Reynard. 'The
Prince' can be read as a standalone but readers of The Gabriel Series may be curious about
the connection between The Professor's world and the dark, secret underworld of 'The
Prince.

Sweet Ache
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Black Dagger Brotherhood series
comes the first Novel of the Fallen Angels. Redemption isn’t a word Jim Heron knows much
about—his specialty is revenge, and to him, sin is all relative. But everything changes when
he becomes a fallen angel and is charged with saving the souls of seven people from the
seven deadly sins. And failure is not an option. Vin diPietro surrendered himself to his
business—until fate intervenes in the form of a tough-talking, Harley-riding, self-professed
savior, and a woman who makes him question his destiny. With an ancient evil ready to
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claim him, Vin has to work with a fallen angel not only to win his beloved over…but redeem
his very soul.

Gabriel's Inferno
Inheriting her father's rich throne at a great personal loss, a new Queen of Sheba finds her
nation's trade routes threatened by new alliances and undertakes a daring journey to win
over a brash new king of Israel.

Gabriel's Promise
A Scandalous Midnight in Madrid Awakened by Madrid's most eligible bachelor A moonlit
encounter tempts Sadie all the way to Alejandro's castleand into his bed! But their night of
illicit pleasure soon turns Sadie into Spain's most scandalous headline: Pregnant with
Alejandro's baby! Reunited by the Greek's Vows A marriage on paper only? Kate's stunned
when ex-fiancé, Nikos, storms back into her life - and demands they marry! Desperate to
save her company, she agrees. But what these heated adversaries don't anticipate, is that
their still-smoldering flame will explode into irresistible passion

Gabriels inferno
Shortlisted for Best First Book for the Commonwealth Writers' Price for 2011 "Her witty hero
will delight traditional mystery buffs." —Library Journal STARRED review Meet Rowland
Sinclair, gentleman and artist living in 1931 Sydney. Friend of the Left, son of the Right, he
paints in a superbly tailored, three-piece suit and houses friends who include a poet, a
painter, and a feminist sculptress whom he has painted nude and hung it in the drawing
room. Is he perhaps in love with Edna? If so, she isn't having any. Sinclair's fortune and his
indifference to politics shelter him from the mounting tensions of the Great Depression
roiling Australia and taking it near the brink of revolution. One day in December 1931 comes
terrible news: Uncle Rowly has been murdered in his home by unknown assailants. The
murder prompts Roland to infiltrate the echelons of the old and new guard. Among them are
a few "right thinking men," a cadre of conservatives who became convinced of a Communist
takeover and have formed a movement to combat it. In time, Rowland's investigation
exposes an extraordinary conspiracy with direct personal consequences.

A Door in the River
New York Times bestselling author Sylvain Reynard returns with the fourth installment of the
beloved Gabriel's Inferno series. When Gabriel and Julia Emerson first lay eyes on their
newborn daughter, Clare, they realize life as they know it will never be the same. Gabriel
has vowed to be a good father when he suddenly receives an invitation to give a series of
lectures in Edinburgh, Scotland--an opportunity of high prestige--but that would mean
leaving his wife and child in Boston. Hesitant to bring it up, he keeps the opportunity from
Julia as long as he can, not knowing she has a secret of her own. When a frightening
situation arises that threatens their new family, both parents must make sacrifices. With the
family in danger, the looming question remains: Will Gabriel pursue his lectureship in
Edinburgh, leaving Julia and Clare vulnerable in Boston, or will he abandon the chance of a
lifetime in order to ensure his family's safety?
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The Banksia Bay Beach Shack
Following Naked and All In, in the third part in the Blackstone Affair series Brynne and Ethan
find their life together riddled with conflict. Big surprises are on the horizon for Ethan and
Brynne as they struggle to adjust to what life has thrown at them. Demons from the past are
threatening to destroy the passionate bond they’ve forged despite their vow that nothing
will ever keep them apart. A truly devastating loss coupled with the promise of a new hope
opens their eyes to what is most important, but is it possible for the lovers to move on from
the painful histories that continue to haunt them? Still lurking in the shadows is a stalker,
plotting evil amidst the distraction of the London Olympic Games. Brynne and Ethan are on
the cusp of losing everything as the stakes rise. Will they yield to circumstances beyond
their control or will they give every ounce of fight they have left to save each other and win
the ultimate prize of a life together? Eyes Wide Open is a passion-wrought story that shows
us what pure love can achieve when tested, and what the heart can accomplish, despite
danger and adversity.
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